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Fluctuation cumulant behavior for the field-pulse-induced magnetization-reversal transition
in Ising models
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~Received 22 October 2002; revised manuscript received 6 January 2003; published 21 April 2003!

The universality class of the dynamic magnetization-reversal transition, induced by a competing field pulse,
in an Ising model on a square lattice, below its static ordering temperature, is studied here using Monte Carlo
simulations. Fourth-order cumulant of the order parameter distribution is studied for different system sizes
around the phase boundary region. The crossing point of the cumulant~for different system sizes! gives the
transition point and the value of the cumulant at the transition point indicates the universality class of the
transition. The cumulant value at the crossing point for low temperature and pulse width range is observed to
be significantly less than that for the static transition in the same two-dimensional Ising model. The finite-size
scaling behavior in this range also indicates a higher correlation length exponent value. For higher temperature
and pulse width range, the transition seems to fall in a mean-field-like universality class.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The response of a pure magnetic system to tim
dependent external magnetic fields has been of current in
est in statistical physics@1–3#. These studies, having clos
applications in recording and switching industry, have a
got considerable practical importance. These spin syste
driven by time-dependent external magnetic fields, have
sically got a competition between two time scales: the ti
period of the driving field and the relaxation time of th
driven system. This gives rise to interesting nonequilibriu
phenomena. To´me and Oliveira first made a mean-field stu
@4# of kinetic Ising systems under oscillating field. The ex
tence of the dynamic phase transition for such a system
its nature have been thoroughly studied using exten
Monte Carlo simulations. Later, investigations were e
tended to the dynamic response of~ferromagnetic! pure Ising
systems under magnetic fields of finite-time duration@5#. All
the studies with pulsed field were made belowTc

0 , the static
critical temperature~without any field!, where the system
gets ordered. A ‘‘positive’’ pulse is one which is applie
along the direction of prevalent order, while the ‘‘negativ
one is applied opposite to that. The results for the posi
pulse case did not involve any new thermodynamic scale@5#.
In the negative pulse case, however, interesting features
observed@5#: the negative field pulse competes with the e
isting order, and the system makes a transition from
ordered state characterized by an equilibrium magnetiza
1m0 ~say! to the other equivalent ordered state with eq
librium magnetization2m0, depending on the temperatu
T, field strengthhp and its durationDt. This transion is well
studied in the limitDt→` for any nonzero value ofhp at
anyT,Tc

0 . This transition, for the general cases of finiteDt,
is called here ‘‘magnetization-reversal’’ transition. Some
pects of this transition has been recently studied extensi
@3,6#.
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II. MODEL AND THE TRANSITION

The model studied here is the Ising model with neare
neighbor interaction under a time-dependent external m
netic field. This is described by the Hamiltonian,

H52
1

2 (
$ i j %

Ji j SiSj2h~ t !(
i

Si , ~1!

whereJi j is the cooperative interaction between the spins
site i and j, respectively, and each nearest-neighbor pai
denoted by$•••%. We consider a square lattice. The sta
critical temperature isTc

052/ln(11A2).2.269 . . . ~in units
of J/KB). At T,Tc

0 , an external field pulse is applied, afte
the system is brought to equilibrium characterized by
equilibrium magnetizationm0(T). The spatially uniform
field has a time dependence as follows:

h~ t !5H 2hp , t0<t<t01Dt

0, otherwise.
~2!

Typical time-dependent~response! magnetizationm(t)
(5^Si&, where ^•••& denotes the thermodynamic ‘‘en
semble’’ average! of the system under different magnet
field h(t) are indicated in the Fig. 1. The timet0 at which the
pulse is applied is chosen such that the system reache
equilibrium atT (,Tc

0). As soon as the field is applied, th
magnetizationm(t) starts decreasing, continues until timet
1Dt when the field is withdrawn. The system relaxes eve
tually to one of the two equlibrium states~with magnetiza-
tion 2m0 or 1m0). At a particular temperatureT, for ap-
propriate combinations ofhp and Dt, a magnetization-
reversal transition occurs, when the magnetization of
system switches from one state of equilibrium magnetizat
m0 to the other with magnetization2m0. This reversal phe-
nomena atT,Tc

0 is simple and well studied forDt→` for
any nonzerohp . We study here the dynamics for finiteDt
values. It appears that generallyhp→` as Dt→0 and hp
→0 asDt→` for any such dynamic magnetization-revers
transition phase boundary at any temperatureT (,Tc

0). In
©2003 The American Physical Society13-1
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fact, a simple application of the domain nucleation theo
gives hpln Dt5const along the phase boundary, where
const changes by a factor 1/(d11), whered denotes the
lattice dimension, as the boundary changes from single
multidomain region@5#.

A mean-field study of the problem gives a qualitative u
derstanding of the diverging time and length scales de
oped near the transition boundary~in the hp-Dt plane at a
fixed T,Tc

0). Mean-field approximation for the dynamic
gives the equation of motion for the average magnetiza
mi as

dmi

dt
52mi1tanhS (

j
Ji j mj1h~ t !

T
D . ~3!

This equation, linearized near the magnetization-reve
transition point, gives, for uniform magnetization,

m~ t !5
hp

DT
2S hp

DT
2m0D FexpH DT

T
~ t2t0!J G , ~4!

as a solution of Eq.~3!, for t0<t<t01Dt. HereDT5Tc
m f

2T, whereTc
m f[J(q50) is the static critical temperature i

the mean-field approximation andJ(q) is the Fourier trans-
form of the interactionJi j . Due to application of the field
hp , m(t) decreases in magnitude fromm(t0)[m0 to m(t0
1Dt)[mw at the time of withdrawal of the pulse. Due t
absence of fluctuation here, magnetization relaxes back t
original valuem0 if mw is positive, or to a value2m0 if mw
is negative. In thet.t01Dt regime, whereh(t)50, the

FIG. 1. Typical time variation of the response magnetizat
m(t) for two different field pulsesh(t) with sameDt for an Ising
system at a fixed temperatureT. The magnetization reversal her
occurs due to increased pulse strength, keeping their widthDt
same. The transition can also be brought about by increasingDt,
keepinghp fixed. The inset indicates the typical phase bounda
~where the field withdrawal-time magnetizationmw50) for two
different temperatures~sequential updating; note that for rando
updating the phase boundaries shift upwards!.
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magnetization~starting frommw at t5t1Dt) relaxes back to
its final equilibrium value6m0, with a relaxation time@3,5#

t;
1

~Tc
m f2T!

lnS Um0

mw
U D . ~5!

It diverges at the magnetization-reversal transition bound
wheremw vanishes. The prefactor gives the divergence ot
at the static mean-field transition temperature, and is resp
sible for critical slowing down phenomena at the static tra
sition point (h50). The other factor gives the divergin
time scale, at any temperature below the static transi
temperature, where magnetization reversal occurs ormw van-
ishes due to appropriate combination ofhp andDt. The so-
lution of the susceptibilityx(q) gives @3#

x~q!;exp~2q2j2!, ~6!

where the correlation length is given by

j;F 1

~Tc
m f2T!

lnS Um0

mw
U D G 1/2

. ~7!

Here, too, the prefactor inx gives the usual divergence a
Tc

m f , while the other factor gives the divergence at t
magnetization-reversal transition point. Incorporating flu
tuations, extensive Monte Carlo simulation studies have a
convincingly demonstrated@6# that the fluctuation in the
order parameterumwu and in the internal energy of th
system grows with the system size and diverges at
magnetization-reversal transition boundary, wheremw van-
ishes.

III. MONTE CARLO STUDY AND THE RESULTS

Here, the Monte Carlo study has been carried out in t
dimensions~square lattice! with periodic boundary condi-
tions. Spins are updated following Glauber dynamics. T
updating rule employed here are both sequential as we
random. In sequential updating rule one Monte Carlo s
consist of a complete scan of the lattice in a sequential m
ner; while in random updating a Monte Carlo step is defin
by N (5L2) random updates on the lattice, whereN is the
total number of spins in a lattice of linear sizeL. Studies
have been carried out at temperatures below the static cri
temperature (Tc

0.2.27). The system is allowed to evolv
from an initial state of perfect order to its equilibrium state
temperatureT. The timet0 is chosen to be much larger tha
the static relaxation time at thatT, so that the system reache
an equilibrium state with magnetization1m0(T) before the
external magnetic field is applied at timet5t0. The field
pulse of strength2hp is applied for durationDt ~measured
in Monte Carlo steps or MCS!. The magnetization starts de
creasing from its equilibrium valuem0. The average value o
the magnetizationmw at the time of withdrawal of pulse is
noted. The phase boundary of this dynamic transition is
fined by appropriate combination ofhp andDt that produces
the magnetization reversal by makingm(t01Dt)[mw50
from a valuem(t0)5m0, i.e., mw changes sign across th

s
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FIG. 2. Behavior ofU near the transition, driven by~a! T at a fixed value ofhp (51.9) andDt (55) with sequential updating,~b! hp

at a fixed value ofT (50.5) andDt (55) with sequential updating, and~c! hp at a fixed value ofT (50.5) andDt (55) with random
updating, for differentL, averaged over 1000–20000 initial configurations. The fluctuations are smaller than the symbol size. Th
show the typical behavior of the magnetizationmw at the time of withdrawal of the field pulse by varying~a! T at a fixedhp andDt, for
L5100 and 800,~b! hp at a fixedT andDt, for L5100 and 400,~c! hp at a fixedT andDt, for L550 and 200;mw50 at the effective
transition point.~d! Finite-size scaling study in this parameter range: the effectiveTc or hp

c values~see the insets!, wheremw50, are plotted
againstL21/n with n2150.7. The values of the cumulant crossing points in~a!–~c! are taken to correspond the respective transition po
for L→`.
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phase boundary. The phase boundary changes withT. The
behavior of different thermodynamic quantities are stud
across the phase boundary. These quantities are aver
over 1000–20000 different initial configurations of the sy
tem. The fluctuations over the average value are also no

Here, we study the behavior of the reduced fourth-or
cumulant U @7# near the magnetization-reversal transitio
This is defined as

U512
^mw

4 &

3^mw
2 &2

, ~8!

where^mw
4 & is the ensemble average ofmw

4 . ^mw
2 & is simi-

larly defined. The cumulantU here behaves somewhat di
ferently, compared to that in static and other transitio
Deep inside the ordered phasemw.1 andU→2/3. For other
~say, static! transitions the order parameter (mw) goes to zero
04611
d
ged
-
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:

with a Gaussian fluctuation above the transition point, giv
U→0 there. Here, however, due to the presence of
pulsed field, umwu is nonzero on both sides of th
magnetization-reversal transition. Hence,U drops to zero at a
point near the transition and grows again after it.

The universality class of the dynamic transition in Isin
model under oscillating field has been studied extensively
investigating@2# the critical point and the cumulant valueU*
at the critical point, where the cumulant curves cross
different system sizesL. In that case, of course, the variatio
of U ~at any fixedL) is similar to that in the static Ising
transitions (U52/3 well inside the ordered phase andU
→0 well within the disordered phase!. In fact, U* value in
this oscillatory field case was found to be the same as tha
the static case, indicating the same universality class@2#. We
observe different behavior in the field-pulse-induc
magnetization-reversal transition case.
3-3
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FIG. 3. Behavior ofU near the transition, driven by~a! hp at a fixed value ofT (52.0) andDt (55) with sequential updating,~b! T at
a fixed value ofhp (50.5) andDt (510) with sequential updating, and~c! hp at a fixed value ofT (51.5) andDt (55) with random
updating, for differentL, averaged over 1000–6000 initial configurations. The fluctuations are smaller than the symbol size. The inse
the typical behavior of the magnetizationmw at the time of withdrawal of the field pulse by varying~a! hp at a fixedT and Dt, for L
550 and 400,~b! T at a fixedhp andDt, for L550 and 200,~c! hp at a fixedT andDt, for L550 and 200;mw50 at the transition point.
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We observe two kinds of distinct behavior of the cumula
U. Typically, for low temperature and low pulse-duration r
gion ~see the inset in Fig. 1! of the magnetization-reversa
phase boundary, the cumulant crossing for different sys
sizesL occur atU* .0.42–0.46~see Fig. 2!. As mentioned
already, we have checked these results for both seque
and random updating. Specifically, forT50.5 andDt55,
@see Fig. 2~c!#, we find the transition point value ofhp
.2.6, to be smaller than the value (.1.9) for sequential
updating. However, the value ofU* at this transition point is
again very close to about 0.44. This indicates that upda
rule does not affect the universality class (U* value!, as long
as the proper region of the phase boundary is considered
relatively higher temperature and pulse-duration region
the phase boundary, the crossing ofU for different L values
occur for U* .01 . This is true for both sequential@Figs.
3~a!-3~b!# and random@Fig. 3~c!# updating. It may be noted
that the phase boundary changes with the updating rule
the system relaxation time~which matches with the puls
width at the phase boundary! is different for sequential and
random updating@7#.
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It might be noted that in the low temperature andDt
regions, there seems to be significant finite-size scaling
the transition (mw50) point @see the insets of Figs. 2~a!-
2~c!#. In fact, in Fig. 2~d!, the finite-size scaling analysis o
those data is presented. For the other cases, there seems
no significant finite-size effect on the transition point@cf.
insets of Figs. 3~a!–3~c!#, indicative of a mean-field nature o
the transition in this range. It may be noted that to comp
the finite-size effects, we normalize the parametersT or hp

by their ranges required for full magnetization reversal.
fact, this weak finite-size effect for highT andDt regions did
not lead to any reasonable value for the fitting exponen
the scaling analysis.

For the static transition of the pure two-dimensional Isi
system,U* .0.6107 @7–9#. For low temperature~and low
Dt) regions of the magnetization-reversal phase bound
the observed values ofU* ~in the range 0.42–0.46! are con-
siderably lower than the above mentioned value for the st
transition. There is not enough indication of finite-size effe
in the U* value either~cf. Ref. @2#!. This suggests a new
3-4
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universality class in this range. Also, the finite-size scal
study for the effective transition points here@see Fig. 2~d!#
gives a correlation length exponent value (n.1.4) larger
than that of the static transition. For comparatively high
temperatures~and high Dt), the U* .01 at the crossing
point. Such small value of the cumulant at the crossing po
can hardly be imagined to be a finite-size effect; it see
unlikely that one would get here also the same universa
class andU* value will eventually shoot up toU* .0.44
~for larger system sizes!, as for the other range of the trans
tion. On the other hand, such low value ofU* might indicate
a very weak singularity, as indicated by the mean-field c
culations@3# mentioned in the Introduction. In fact, even fo
the static transition, as the dimensionality increases, and
singularity becomes weaker~converging to mean-field expo
nents! with increasing lattice dimension, the cumulant cro
ing point U* decreases (U* .0.61 in d52 to U* .0.44 in
d54) @9#. We believe the mean-field transition behavi
here, as mentioned earlier, is even weaker in this dyna
case as reflected by the valueU* .01 , corresponding to a
logarithmic singularity@as in Eqs.~5! and ~7!#.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The universality class of the dynamic magnetizatio
reversal transition, induced by a competing pulse, in an Is
model on a square lattice, below its static ordering tempe
ture, is studied here using Monte Carlo simulations. B
sequential and random updating have been used. The p
boundary at anyT (,Tc

0) is obtained first in thehp-Dt plane.
They, of course, depend on the updating rule. The ph
boundaries obtained compare well with the nucleation the
estimatehpln Dt5const along the boundary@5#. The mean-
s.

,

ev
A

ys
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field theory applications@3,5# indicated time and length@Eqs.
~5! and ~7!, respectively# scale divergences at these pha
boundaries. Extensive Monte Carlo studies for the fluct
tions in the order parameterumwu and internal energies, etc
showed prominent divergences along the phase bound
@6#. Fourth-order cumulantU of the order parameter distri
bution is studied here for different system sizes~upto L
5800) around the phase boundary region. The cross
point of the cumulant~for different system sizes! gives the
transition point and the valueU* of the cumulant at the
transition point indicates the universality class of the tran
tion. In the low temperature and low pulse width range,
U* value is found to be around 0.44@see Figs. 2~a!–2~c!#.
The prominent discripancy with theU* value (.0.61) for
the static transition in the same model in two dimensio
indicates a new universality class for this dynamic transiti
Indeed, the finite-size scaling analysis@Fig. 2~d!# suggests a
different ~larger! value of the correlation length expone
also. For comparatively higher temperatures and higher p
widths, theU* values are very close to zero@see Figs. 3~a!–
3~c!#, and the transitions here seem to fall in a mean-fie
like weak-singularity universality class similar to that o
tained earlier@3#, and indicated by Eqs.~5! and~7!. Here, the
finite-size effects in the order parameter and the transi
point are also observed to be comparatively weaker~see in-
sets of Fig. 3!.
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